Increase top-of-the-mind recall for Amaron One of India’s top-selling automotive battery brands

Summary
Top-of-the-mind recall and word-of-mouth are significant factors influencing B2C purchase decisions for automotive
batteries. Amaron engaged TO THE NEW in 2016 to help use the brand’s social media along with other digital marketing
channels to engage the users and manage the brand’s online reputation to boost the brand’s sales. Since the last 4
years, we are responsible for defining and implementing a digital marketing strategy for Amaron, along with managing
social media, online reputation, and SEO for the brand. TO THE NEW has helped Amaron grow the number of followers
on its Facebook page by over 14% Y-o-Y since 2017 as well as maintain a 100% response rate to customer queries/
concerns on Facebook consistently since 2018. In addition to these, we also run social media, performance marketing,
and influencer marketing campaigns for the brand. The brand has received 4 times more impressions and 6 times
more clicks than forecasted at 85% less CPC.

The Client
Founded in 2000, Amaron, a brand of Amara Raja Batteries
Limited (ARBL), is among the largest selling automotive batteries
manufacturers in India. ARBL, the flagship company of the Amara
Raja Group, is a technology and manufacturing leader in lead-acid
batteries in India.
The company’s prestigious clientele consists of leading original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs), with most automobile models
sporting an Amaron battery under the hood when they roll off the
assembly line. The company is also in the replacement battery
segment for B2C customers. Amaron caters to its vast clientele
through its large pan-India sale and service retail network.

Business Objectives
The brand caters to the B2C clientele, through its dealerships and
service centres, in two ways:
By providing replacement batteries for automobiles
By providing service to existing Amaron customers
Amaron wanted to leverage digital marketing to increase its B2C
sales for passenger vehicle batteries, with a focus on cars/four
wheeler segments
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Some factors that influence the customers’ buying decision in automotive batteries include:
Top-of-the-mind recall
When customers need replacement batteries, they make the buying decision based on how the brands rank in their
minds; hence, Amaron needs to have top-of-the-mind recall when the customers think of buying an automotive
battery
Word-of-mouth
When customers are looking for a suitable replacement for their car batteries, they take their previous experiences
and recommendations from their peers as well as online reviews into consideration. Therefore,
it is essential for Amaron to have good word-of-mouth and positive online sentiment.

Business Solution & Approach
TO THE NEW devised a digital roadmap for Amaron to achieve the following objectives:
Increase brand visibility
Enhance top-of-the-mind recall for Amaron
Generate positive word-of-mouth for the brand
TO THE NEW helps Amaron achieve these objectives through the following:
Social media
Maintaining social presence for the brand on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram
Engaging the target audience by posting on their topics of interest - Car care tips and road trip ideas

Using popular hashtags, including #MondayMotivation and #ThrowbackThursday, to increase brand visibility
Not posting any product-related content that could make the page look salesy
Posting brand content that is inspiring/interesting (real examples related to the brand’s tagline - Lasts Long, 		
Really Long) or has nostalgic value (old award-winning TV commercials) to increase brand recall and improve
audience engagement
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Online reputation management (ORM)
Setting up and maintaining an ORM process to leverage Amaron’s social handles to provide quick and quality 		
customer support, as expected by the customers

Using social listening tools to identify untagged online chatter around the brand to help measure and manage
the online sentiment around the brand by resolving queries and concerns
Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
Optimizing keywords for Amaron to help customers find suitable batteries for their automobiles through search
engine results
Digital Campaigns
Performance Marketing: Running periodic performance marketing campaigns on Facebook, Google search
engine, and display network, including YouTube ads and remarketing campaigns to enhance brand visibility

Influencer Marketing: Collaborating with automobile and travel influencers to create content around their first
road trips with the reliable Amaron batteries - the experiences were documented through blogs and social
media with #MyFirstCarBattery
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Brand Collaboration: Amaron collaborated with Wild Tiger Foundation with a team from the latter undertaking
a road trip from Kerala in India to Cannes in France to raise awareness about tiger conservation- the 27,500
km journey spanning over 64 days, powered by Amaron batteries, was documented on social media using
#RoarForOurTigers, #RoarTrip, and #KeralaToCannes

Results
TO THE NEW has been successfully managing digital campaigns for Amaron since 2016, for about four years now
Amaron has an online response rate of 100% consistently since 2018 with a response time of a few hours
Achieved over 350mn+ impressions and 4.8mn+ clicks & views through a 3-month long performance campaign
with a low CPA
Garnered ~4.5mn impressions with ~1.5mn reach for influencer marketing campaign hashtags on Twitter
Better PPC campaign performance than forecasted: 4x increase in impressions, ~6x increase in clicks delivered,
85% decrease in CPC, and 38% increased in CTR
Achieved over 14% Y-o-Y organic growth on Facebook page since 2017

Know more about our Digital Marketing offerings
www.tothenew.com
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